
14-days STAY HOME NOTICE

Online exhibition dates :  13 APRIL - 26 AUG 2020
https://www.artsy.net/show/instinc-14-days-stay-home-notice

25% of sales proceeds will be donated to: COVID19 Solidarity Response Fund for WHO. 
(https://covid19responsefund.org/) 

Watch this exhibition grow as we continue to update here with more inspired-in-isolation artworks and 
other existing symbolic works of the lockdowned artists.

https://www.artsy.net/show/instinc-14-days-stay-home-notice
https://covid19responsefund.org/


Singapore  - INSTINC is pleased to present 14-days STAY HOME NOTICE. As our world and 
societies grapple with COVID-19,  what is really happening to our inner selves?

Physically lockdowned and socially distanced, where are we emotionally, psychologically, creatively? 
More intimately than before, many will find ourselves face to face, with our own conscience, desires, 
regrets, fears, hopes, convictions; and if we allow ourselves to retreat into deeper self-containment 
and self-discovery at the same time, where will our imagination lead us?

INSTINC brings together the emotional perspectives, stories, expressions and curious explorations of 
14 isolated artists with  #StayHomeNotice an online art exhibition traversing  the  subliminal 
connections and some paradoxical pitstops on the uncharted itinerary between extraordinary isolation 
and creativity. 

Can one happily embrace a forced measure of solitude?

What have we unexpectedly regained as intellectual humans because we are losing our freedoms?

How is it that loneliness can dissolve barriers and be a source of warmth for some?

Are we connecting more than before when we are at our most disconnected and disrupted? 

Perhaps it is only in confronting and connecting with our inner realities that we truly are evolving in 
our humanity, and to discover the pathways to make peace with the unknowns of such pandemic 
times. 

INSTINC believes in the power of art and personal creative processes to make sense and inspire the 
human condition. We hope that our works in #StayHomeNotice can help our audience to connect in 
with their own creativity as we all take the journey forwards for as long as it takes.

14 Artists are: 
Andy Yang (Singapore)
Ezzam Rahman (Singapore)
Joanne Pang (Singapore)
Urich Lau (Singapore)
Shih Yun Yeo (Singapore)
Alba Escayo (Spain)
Carlotta Cardana (Italy)
Chihiro Kabata (Japan)
Denise Schellmann (Vienna)
Margaret Lanzetta (USA)
Michael Amter (USA)
Rusudan Khizanishvili (Georgia)
Shin Young Park (New Zealand)
Yuuri Kabata (Japan)



Pure frustration with an oppressive communist 
regime is the fundamental inspiration with 
these humble experiments. Exploit ing 
infamous masterworks of the past with 
simplistic graphic imagery to produce cynical 
infection propaganda for today. It is another 
Great Leap Forward - ⼤大躍進 encouraging all 
to Dare To Think, Dare To Act - 敢想敢⼲干. The 
slogan Let 100 Flowers Bloom - 百花齐放 
sadly becomes even more poignant today. This 
work specifically is an attempt to create a 
generic metaphor of our planet with a simple 
bubble, while smaller floating microbes 
(flowers or bacteria) spread around the globe.

Artist: EZZAM RAHMAN  
Title : in closeness for me there is still distance for you 2020  
Medium: Performance for photography, digital print on canvas ( series of 3 ) Unique with 1 AP 
Dimension: 42cm X 29cm

“in closeness for me there is still distance for you” is a series of performance for photography where 
artist Ezzam Rahman and his working partner performed for the camera in a common Singapore HDB 
apartment. This works were done exactly on the 18th March 2020, when both countries closed the land 
transporting immigration boarders’ between Malaysia and Singapore for a lock down officially. Using a just 
smart phone to create these images, Ezzam wanted capture the state of uncertainties of the unpredictable 
future of everyone that is affected with the Covid- 19 pandemic. As social beings, Ezzam wanted to 
highlight the psychological effects of human emotions and how does one deals with desire, loneliness, 
worry and grieving in social distancing.

ARTIST: MICHAEL AMTER
TITLE: DARE TO THINK, DARE TO ACT 敢想敢⼲干 2020
MEDIUM: DIGITAL PRINT(EDITION OF 14)
SIZE: 43CM X 24CM 



True colours series

“ It is reminding us that the power of freewill is in our hands. We 
can choose to cooperate and help each other, to share, to give, to 
help and to support each other or we can choose to be selfish, to 
hoard, to look after only our self. Indeed, it is difficulties that bring 
out our true colours” Bill Gates

During this period of time, I see the ugly, creative and paranoid 
and the true colours of humans. Staying home, I used online 
AI(Artificial Intelligence) programs to create these works using 
pictures that my friends have sent me over the what’s app. Let 
remind ourselves the shortness of life and help each other. Our 
purpose is not to buy instead noodles and toilet rolls. 

This series of graphical works echoes new relationships to spaces, 
people and nature during my stay home period.

untouched spaces 
they left, they grow
who knows
home sweet home 

ARTIST: JOANNE PANG 
TITLE: Homegrown 2020

SIZE: 50x70cm
MEDIUM: Digital print on acid-free archival paper (Edition of 14) 

ARTIST: SHIH YUN YEO
TITLE: Ugly Mee 2020
SIZE: 20 x 30cm 
MEDIUM: Reverse UV print on clear acrylic (Edition of 5) 



ARTIST: YUURI KABATA 
TITLE: PARALLEL UNIVERSE 7x15 #2, 2009

MEDIUM: Sumi ink on ceramics 
SIZE: 15cm x 15cm x 105 pieces

Today we are isolated by Covid-19, but the relationship our distance creates will bring us together to share something new.

ARTIST: CHIHIRO KABATA
Title: Words in Our Mind, P.Levi_Survival, 2019

MEDIUM: BALLPOINT PEN ON PAPER
Size: 25cm x 65cm

This artwork is based on a poem written by a deceased Italian. That poem is the story of his life. I talk to him through the 
production and the audience connects with him through the artwork. Right now, we are seeing a lot of dead people. But 

we are able to connect with them.



In defiance of virus-induced self-isolation and diminishing physical 
spheres, Margaret Lanzetta aims for magnificence. The 
Coronavirus has linked the world in an ominous fate. Negating this 
viral link, Lanzetta fuses world cultures in celebration.

A Catalogue of Cure presents  tableaus of cultural, organic and 
industrial patterns sourced from places the artist has lived: India, 
Japan, Southeast Asia, North Africa, and Europe. Each title 
references cures and medicinal hopes.   As palimpsests of world 
patterns, metaphors for political/economic migration and 
exchanges in a fragile world are drawn. The suite is being created 
in the artist’s at-home studio during New York City’s “shelter in 
place”, Coronavirus 2020. 

The COVID-19  outbreak is a reminder that we all have a shared future-
 viruses do not discriminate. Unfortunately, this outbreak of what some people 
called a ‘China virus’ has  brought out the shallowly disguised racism and 
xenophobia.

The 'Eye Test' illustrates that for an Asian person, their skin colour is often the 
most defining feature, more so than other things that make them unique. 

Artist: SHIN YOUNG PARK
Title: Eye Test 2019

Medium: Screen Print on Paper (Edition of 20) 
Size: 21cm x 29.7cm

ARTIST: MARGARET LANZETTA
TITLE: Magic Potion 2020  
MEDIUM: Acrylic on Indian cotton rag, colored paper unique silkscreen  
SIZE: 81cm x 71 cm  



“Metamorphic drawings” are made during the forced lockdown home during worldwide COVID- 19 crisis. “Metamorphic rock”, is any 
class of rock that result from the alteration of pre-existing rocks in response to changes such as pressure, mechanical stress or 
temperature. I stay at home, I look at my collection of minerals that were always there and I wonder how I will respond to changes.

My quarantine feels like an 
intense, undisrupted artist 
r e s i d e n c y . T h i s 
extraordinary situation of 
disconnection and great 
s o l i t u d e f o r c e s a n d 
supports me in finding 
myse l f in a v igorous 
retreat. In my new series 
“Butterfly collection” I 
refer to the radical self-
reflect ion in t imes of 
COVID-19 isolation. Each 
“Butterfly” in my drawings 
stands for the cultivation 
and growth of one of my 
p e r s o n a l i t y t r a i t s , 
especially with regard to 
me being a woman. This 
series veils juxtapositions 
of extremes that signify the 
metamorphosis in feminity 
s u c h a s : f r a g i l i t y – 
strength, tenderness – 
savagery, static – dynamic, 
independence – adaption, 
solitude – solidarity. 

ARTIST: ALBA ESCAYO
TITLE: METAMORPHIC DRAWINGS (I, II, III, IV) 2020  

SIZE : 35 CM X 100 CM  
MEDIUM: WATERCOLOR, SPRAY, INK AND GRAPHITE ON PAPER 

ARTIST: DENISE SCHELLMANN
TITLE: Diptych formation, 2020
MEDIUM: Mixed media
SIZE: 29.7cm x 21 cm (each drawing)



With the sudden outbreak of the Covid19 virus, the whole world literally fell on its knees upon the arrival of this new King. Reigning 
terror across the globe in ways and speed that the world has not seen before for a long time. As we scramble to find ways and means 
to overcome this virus. We also realized that we have to make changes in our lives. To live around this virus that may well become a 
part of our lives for a while. Although not all is doom and gloom. 

There is a tremendous positive side to all this. I see it as a chance for us to renew ourselves for the better. After having been a 
professional artist for close to 2 decades, I am not a stranger to self-isolation even on average days as I find it’s a way to reset my way 
of thinking and rearranging my perspectives on life. When all of us are doing it at the same time, I dub it the great escape.

Artist: ANDY YANG 
Title: Reconciliation( The Great Escape series) 2020  

Media: Watercolour On Paper 
Size: 66cm x 101.6cm 



This series started at the outbreak of COVID 19 and the associated global chaos somehow turned out to be prophetic and 
referential to our collective new reality, humanity undergoing existential crisis. What we are witnessing and what is 
likewise reflected in these works is an almost incredible metaphorical transformation of the human body into a new from, 
endowed with sacred powers and authority over humanity. A human being faces a difficult choice - to accept or to reject 
the proposed model of existence and this final decision will become a basis for the birth of the New World. The bifurcated 
body of the magical acrobat depicts the duality of natural forces, a hand that gives and takes away simultaneously.  
Mythical creature, known to us as Sphinx, connects us with the Ancient World while also showing up in the key scene of 
the Coronation, actually confirming the final rebirth of the human being.

Artist: Rusudan Khizanishvili
Title: Jesus Goes Back 2020

Medium: Acrilyc & collage on cardboard
Size: 35cm x 50cm 



Wayward distractions series 

The images are from a personal series shot in my home, while 
isolating from the world during the Covid-19 crisis.

The work is a series of instant film 
photographs taken in multiple exposures 
with a manual instant camera that aims to 
capture the spontaneous lights and 
movements in the streets of Singapore. 
This series of Exposure: Sites & Spaces 
focuses on the cultural and art institutions 
dead at night in the t ime of the 
coronavirus.

Artist: Carlotta Cardana
Title:Wayward Distraction II (Blue Flowers) 2020
Medium: C-type print (Edition of 10) 
Size: 25x33cm

Artist: URICH LAU
Title:#03 National Gallery Singapore 2020

Medium: Monochrome Instant Film with InstantKon RF70 
Size: 8.5 x 10.8cm 



ABOUT THE ARTISTS

Andy Yang (Malaysia)
Andy Yang (b. 1973, Malaysia) is a visual artist based in Singapore. Andy received his fine arts education from the 
renowned Malaysian Institute of Art in Kuala Lumpur and graduated in 1994. After that, Andy enjoyed a successful career 
as an illustrator. In the  mid-2000s, a trip abroad took him vis-à-vis artworks by the European masters. The 
profound  impression left on him by these experiences led him to broaden the horizons of his creativity and to explore 
visual artistic languages. Since then Andy has been participating in numerous group and  solo exhibitions, including 
Emotions at INSTINC Gallery (2011), Abstract Innovations at One East Asia Gallery (2013), Existential Passages at K+ 
Scott’s Square (2016), and The Many Glimpses of Drama at Art Forum Gallery (2017).
  
Ezzam Rahman (Singapore) 
Ezzam Rahman (b.1981) is a multi-disciplinary installation and performance artist based in Singapore. He graduated with 
a Masters in Arts, Fine Arts from Goldsmiths University of London in 2017. Ezzam is known for his interest in the body and 
his use of common, easily accessible and unconventional materials to produce works. Through his work, Ezzam features 
narratives that challenges and expands the notions of identity politics, the inherent paradoxes of presence and 
marginality. Most of his works are time-based ephemera that aim to pique the viewer’s thoughts on the topic of 
impermanence, trace and abjection. 

Ezzam was awarded a joint winner of the Grand Prize for the President's Young Talents 2015 and the People's Choice 
Award by the Singapore Art Museum. In 2016, Ezzam was awarded the Goh Chok Tong Youth Promise Award by Yayasan 
Mendaki and the prestigious Young Artist Award by the National Arts Council, Singapore.

14 artists met on ZOOM on 12 April 2020 7pm Singapore Time



Joanne Pang (Singapore) 
Joanne Pang is an artist based in Singapore. Through site-specific installations, paintings and drawings, she explores the 
relationships between body, memory and materiality. Working with materials such as asphalt and ink across various 
surfaces, she negotiates with gravity, line and form. In 2013, she completed  Masters of Fine Art at The Royal Danish Art 
Academy, Charlottenburg in Copenhagen, Denmark. Joanne Pang is a recipient of numerous awards art and design 
awards such as Singapore Young Photography Award (2012), Singapore Design Awards (2012) and 37th UOB Painting of 
the Year(Singapore).

Urich Lau (Singapore) 
Urich Lau, born 1975, is a visual artist, independent curator and art educator based in Singapore. Working in video art and 
photography, he has presented works in Singapore, Argentina, Australia, China, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, 
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Thailand, South Korea, Serbia, Taiwan, Thailand, United Kingdom, 
USA and Uzbekistan. Exhibitions include Singapore Biennale 2013, VII Tashkent International Biennale of Contemporary 
Art, the 7th Geumgang Nature Art Biennale and Pyeongchang Biennale 2017. He graduated with Master of Fine Art from 
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in 2004. He is a lecturer at LASALLE College of the Arts, a founding member of 
the art collective INTER–MISSION, a member of The Artists Village, Instinctive (INSTINC Art Space), and resident artist at 
Goodman Arts Centre in Singapore.
 
Shih Yun Yeo (Singapore)
Shih Yun (1976, Singapore) graduated from the National University of Singapore (NUS) in 1998 with a Bachelor degree in 
Business Administration. She then joined LASALLE-SIA College of the Arts and completed a Diploma in Communication 
Design in 2001, prior to her pursuit of the Post Baccalaureate Programme in painting at the San Francisco Art Institute in 
2002. Yeo is known to reinterpret the medium of ink painting with striking results. Her experimentations with the fusion of 
the traditional form and contemporary  mediums, such as new media or performance art, have garnered much 
acclaim,  including a commission by the Singapore Art Museum, the Sovereign Asian Art Prize People’s Choice Award 
2012 and the UOB Painting of the Year 2007. Yeo has held  solo exhibitions in Singapore, Japan, and Germany, and 
participated in various other group exhibitions internationally.

Chihiro Kabata  (Japan) 
Chihiro Kabata (1978, Tokyo, Japan) graduated in 2004 with an MFA from Musashino Art University. Chihiro’s deceptively 
humble medium of choice - ballpoint pen on paper - is transformed by her unique vision and artistic imagination into 
astonishingly complex, intricate and powerful works that combine the visual idioms of old Japan with the metaphysical 
concepts of contemporary art.The artist has held numerous solo exhibitions in her native Japan and also in Singapore and 
Switzerland and participated in various group exhibitions, both at home and abroad. Venues have included the Museum of 
Contemporary Art Tokyo, the Ueno Royal Museum, the Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore, the Zibo Museum in 
China, the Pyeongtaek Museum in Korea and the Kashya Hildebrand gallery in Zurich, Switzerland. 

Yuuri Kabata (Japan)  
Yuuri Kabata (1982, Tokyo, Japan) is completely self‐taught, yet her works display a sophisticated artistry, a mastery of 
technique, a complexity and a depth of meaning that render the absence of formal art-school training irrelevant. Her 
stunning abstract works which, at first glance suggest complete freedom from constraints and a surrender to impulsive 
expression, belie the planning, discipline and control that the artist exercises in the creation of each one. Says Yuuri, “In 
all my paintings, I assign each one with fixed rules, and they are painted following these rules.” Currently based in Tokyo, 
Japan, Yuuri has shown her work in solo and group exhibitions both at home and abroad, including at ART TRACE 
Gallery, the Sato Museum and the Nakanojo Biennale in Japan, the Zibo Museum in China, the IANG Gallery and the 
Pyeongtaek Museum in Korea.

Alba Escayo (Spain) 
Alba Escayo was born in Asturias, Spain in 1981. She lives and works in Madrid. Travelling and discovering new places is 
an inspirational force in her work. In 2011, she received a Master’s in Painting from the Faculty of Fine Arts of Belgrade, 
Serbia.Vibrant, masterful, and implicitly expressionistic, Alba Escayo’s paintings converge artistic ingenuity with new 
media principles in practice which is entirely contemporary. With reference to natural elements, oceanic-landscapes, and 
travel iconography, Escayo’s painterly collage work is a reinterpretation of the artists international travels— acting as both 
a signifier for contemporary re-engagement, and preservation of, the tradition of exploration place, afar and familiar. Her 
work is present in museums, public, and private collections. Escayo has had several solo and collective international 
exhibitions.



Rusudan Khizanishvili (Georgia) 
Rusudan Khizanishvili lives and paints in Tbilisi, Georgia. Born in 1979, she received her two BFAs in Painting from 
J.Nikoladze Art School and from Tbilisi State Academy of Art. In 2005, Rusudan received her MA in Film Studies from 
Tbilisi State Academy of Art. For Rusudan, a blank canvas is an escape road or intradimensional portal to the new world 
created by her imagination. This world is populated by strong women who carry their social burden day in and day out, 
while retaining their archetypal allure. Rusudan also frequently includes animals that serve as symbolic guides between 
cultures and identities. Her confident use of color combined with a palpable and often sensuous handling of oil paint 
demonstrates a maturity that proved her interesting to many galleries and residences across the world. In 2015, ten of her 
works have been bought by the Georgian National Museum of History and Culture as part of the Georgian national 
heritage.
 
Denise Schellmann ( Vienna)
Denise Schellmann  is artist as well as scientist and is working on a transdisciplinary level. Her research work at the 
institute of pharmaceutical Chemistry Vienna, inspired her for creating microcosmic structures in her drawings and 
installations. She recently completed her master in Art & Science at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna. Schellmann 
was born in 1980, she lives and works in Vienna.

Margaret Lanzettta  (USA) 
MARGARET LANZETTA is a New York-based artist using abstract, culturally significant pattern to explore larger issues of 
language, political power, spirituality, and migration.

Lanzetta has exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art, the Queens Museum Biennial, Jason Andrew, Norte Maar venues, 
Kenise Barnes Fine Art, Elizabeth Heskin Gallery and Main Window, NY. International exhibitions include the Kochi-
Muziris Biennale, India; the National Museum, Bangkok, Thailand; 2nd Bloom, Singapore; Famous Ornament, Tokyo; 
Reign Marks, Rabat, Morocco; Rome, ATP Gallery, London; and the Stockholm Independent Art Fair. Awards include 
three Fulbright Fellowships: Global Awards to India/Singapore/Thailand and India /Syria, 2007-8; the MacDowell Colony, 
the Ucross Foundation; the British Academy in Rome; Greenwich House Pottery; Dieu Donné; and a NY subway MTA 
Commission. Lanzetta received an MFA from the School of Visual Arts in NY. Numerous collections hold her work: the 
Museum of Modern Art, NY; the British Museum and the Victoria and Albert Museum, London; the Yale University 
Museum; and the Harvard Museums.

Michael Amter (USA)  
Michael began serious artistic study at Washington University SOA in the late 80’s. A truly diverse background, the artist 
has exhibited extensively throughout the globe, beginning professionally with the iconic 01 Gallery in LA, CA, during the 
90’s. He developed a unique personal interpretation in experimental video after years of extensive work in film-tv 
production while based Brooklyn, NY. Michael’s history includes a variety of entities; such as 3331 Arts Chiyoda, Apexart, 
Cité Internationale des Arts, Creative Time, Gallery Aferro, INSTINC, Meridian International, Studio Kura, etc. Notable 
moments; a submission request by former director David Ross to the Whitney Biennial in the 90’s, a piece created for a 
9-11 memorial exhibition inducted to the US Library of Congress. Samples of the artist’s drawings can be found at the 
Pierogi Gallery of NYC. 

Carlotta Cardana (Italy) 
Carlotta Cardana is an Italian editorial and commercial photographer based in London. In her personal practice, she looks 
at how communities are affected by economic upheaval and oppression, indigenous spirituality, the relationship between 
humans and their environment and at how one’s identity is shaped by the society and space he/she inhabits, such as 
among minorities or subcultures.

Carlotta’s work has been awarded and exhibited in numerous international galleries and festivals and is included in the 
collection of the National Portrait Gallery and the Parliamentary Art Collection. A selection of images from The Red Road 
Project is on permanent display at the American Museum of Natural History in New York.

Shin Young Park (New Zealand)  
Shin-young Park is a Korean-born New Zealander, who moved to Auckland in 1991 with her family.  She completed 
Bachelor degree in1998 and Master degree in 2003 in Fine Arts at the Elam School of Fine Art at the University of 
Auckland. After having several solo shows and group shows in Auckland, Park moved to Singapore in 2006.  Park 
continues to showcase her print works through art galleries in Singapore, participate in several group shows, overseas 
exchange shows, art fairs, workshops, international residency programs and charity auctions.

Park has won the “Iris Fisher Art Award (Best Contemporary)” in 2005 in Auckland and nominated as a “most Outstanding 
Emerging Artist” in Art Singapore 2009.  She has also participated in “Incheon Art Platform” residency program in 2014 
and “Asia Pacific Artists Fellowship Program” organized by the National Museum of Contemporary Art in Seoul in 2012.



About INSTINC 

Founded in 2004, INSTINC is an artist-run institution based in Singapore. INSTINC has been an active player in the arts 
ecology through their exhibition programming and curation, as well as through community engagement through their 
workshops and artists’ talks. They continue to build upon regional and international ties through their long-running 
residency program. The vision for INSTINC is one of collaboration and connection, producing immersive large-scale 
projects that cross the genres of installation, new media, performance, painting and sculpture, partnering with brands such 
as Volvo and Guinness in the past. 

Press Enquiries 
Yeo Shih Yun/ INSTINC (Singapore) 
shihyun@instinc.com / +65 9692 3537 

All high res pics of works can be downloaded here:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YmYEu_HA7M1iSi_zlRSysVwfCX5Ny2y_?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YmYEu_HA7M1iSi_zlRSysVwfCX5Ny2y_?usp=sharing
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